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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let .Z = [a, k] be a compact interval in the real line. We denote by 
Hk*P G Hk*P(I) (1 <p < CO, k = 1,2,...) the (Sobolev) space of real- 
valued functions which are k-fold integrals of functions in LP = Lp(I). 
Let n = (ti}~~r’ be a k-extended partition of I. That is, a = t, < t, < 
... < tn+k = b and ti+k-l > ti for i = l,..., n + 1. For the given data 
r = {ri , &j>, let 
G9k={f~Hk*p:[ti,...,ti+k]f=~i,[tl ,..., tj]f=/3i, 1 <i<n, 1 <j<k), 
where [x1 ,..., xr+r] d enotes the rth divided difference operator on the points 
{XI >***, x,+1 }. Note that this is just a convenient way of writing Hermite 
interpolation conditions. Let S, denote an element (which is unique for 
1 < p < co) of minimal seminorm, /I D’“(.)II, E /I Dk(.)IILp(,) , in G, for 
1 < p < co. The S, are variously called p-splines, Hfi*“-splines, etc. 
We will use the term H”*P-splines (interpolating r). Several authors have 
studied the HkBP-splines, see for example, [7, 9, 121. It was suggested in 
[l l] that an Hksm-spline could be obtained as a limit of the Hk*p-splines as 
p -+ CO. In fact this, and more, is true, as was proved in [2]: namely 
THEOREM 1.1 (Chui-Smith-Ward). The net {S,},,i con-verges, asp + CO, 
in HkJ to a unique S, = 3, E G, . Furthermore, 9, is a Ck-l(I) (piecewise 
polynomial) spline of order k + 1 with no mOre than n knots. 
In fact, it was shown that s, is the Favard solution [4, 51 and this theorem 
settled a conjecture of de Boor [4]. Since the Hksp-splines converge as 
p-+ ooto&, a case could be made for the statement that ,!?, is a “preferred” 
Hko”-spline. 
With the results of the Hk.* case in mind it seemed reasonable to study 
the limits of S, as p -+ 1 and to attempt to produce a “preferred” solution 
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in the HkJ case as well. This paper is a first step toward finding these 
“preferred” solutions. Of course, one runs into problems immediately, 
since Gik is not in general proximinal (i.e., an existence set) under the 
seminorm I] Dk( .)]I1 , and hence there may be no element of minimal seminorm 
in G,“. In order to rectify this situation we embed Hkgl isometrically into 
(NBV)” (via the identity map), the space of functions whose (k - 2) deriva- 
tives are absolutely continuous and whose (k - 1) derivatives are of bounded 
variation. For any g E (NBV)“, we define the seminorm I] Dk-lg /jNBV where 
llf II NBV = si j df 1. Clearly (NBV)” is a dual space (i.e., (NBV)” = (Ck-l[a, b])* 
where the norm on Ck-l[a, b] is given by /) f 11 = C,“r,” /f ‘i)(u)\ + I/f k-1 lla). 
If we set 
elk = {g E (NBV)le(Z):[ti,...,ti+k]g = yi, [t,,...,ti]g = Br, 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~.j ~~ k} 
(1.4 
we see that Gik is a weak* closed 71 + k codimensional flat in (NBV)“. 
Fisher and Jerome [6] and de Boor [4] have studied the problem of minimizing 
]I Dk-lg jlNBv for all g E G, Ic Solutions of course exist since we are now in a .
dual space. Since (NBV)” is a dual space the net (A’,},,, has weak* cluster 
points as p + 1. In particular they showed that there was a piecewise 
polynomial solution to this problem. 
One of the more startling results contained in the theorem below is that 
the “preferred” solution may not be and in some cases definitely is not a 
piecewise polynomial. We will prove in Section 3 the following theorem 
which is announced in [l]. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let & E e,k be a weak* cluster point of {S,),,, as p --f 1. 
Then 
D”&(t) = i C%(t - ~1) + 2 exp(U)) (1.3) 
i=l a=1 
+ %ai.tbil 
where L(t) = CyS, d,Ni,k(t) is a linear combination of (normalized) B-splines 
supported on [tl , tn+k], X,(t) denotes the characteristic function of the set B, 
and ai and bi are integers satisfying 
k < a1 < b, < b, + k - 1 < a2 < b, < ... 
<b,-,+k-1 <a,<b,<n+l. (1.4) 
Furthermore, 
r + (k - 1)m + f (bi - ai) < n. 
i=l 
(1.5) 
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In Section 2 we develop some of the lemmas which are necessary to prove 
Theorem 1.2 and which are of interest in their own right. In Section 4, 
examples will be provided to illustrate Theorem 1.2. Finally, in Section 5 
we will make a brief study of the approximation properties of these (NBV)k- 
splines. In particular, we will improve a result of [6]. 
2. THE MOMENT PROBLEM 
In this section we will develop the fundamental lemmas which will be 
used to prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 3 it will be shown that the minimum 
seminorm problem can be reduced to a minimum norm problem. We treat 
the minimum norm problem here. As usual let C(I), I = [a, b], denote the 
Banach space of real-valued continuous functions on the compact interval 
1 with the uniform norm and let C[u, b]* = NBV[a, b]. Any g E NBV[a, b] 
then has the norm jj g IINBv = j: 1 dg [. We can and will view Ll[a, b] as 
isometrically embedded in NBV via the mapping f -+ s: f (T) dT. 
Let {&}F=i be a subset of C(l) and set M = span[& ,...,&I. For any 
g ELl[u, b] we set 
The sets G, are linear varieties with finite codimension. We denote 
by s, (resp. Q any element of G, (resp. GJ which best approximates the 
zero element from G, (resp. GJ inLe (resp. NBV). Of course, for 1 <p < 00, 
sg exists and is unique due to the uniform rotundity of the Lp norm. In 
fact by standard duality arguments the element of smallest norm in G, , 
1 < p < co, is characterized by 
S e = R, I 9, P-l w Y% , l/p + l/p = 1, (2.2) 
where #, E M is determined by 
R,= ~bIG,g=max~~~bI(rg:~~M~dlidI!,=l~ I (2.3a) 
II *iI Ila = 1. (2.3b) 
With these preliminaries disposed of we move toward the goal of this 
paper, namely to establish the existence and partial characterization of 
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the limits of {s~}~>~ as p + 1. We begin with a lemma which shows that 
the set {GJ,>~ has weak* limits in NBV = C[u, b]*. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every sequence p, --f 1 has a subsequence p,’ such that 
sz SD,, - fl in the weak* topology of NBV for some S, E e, satisfying 
I/ h I/NBv = inf{llg /iNBV: g 6 Cl> and (2.4a) 
II fl IINB” = WI g IL: g E G>. (2.4b) 
Proof. It is clear that sP ~Ll[a, b] for 1 < p < co, and hence via the 





Further, due to the local compactness of M and (2.3), it is easy to see that 
R, -+ R, as p + 1. Computing the L1 norm of sg we see that 
f I sz, I = R, 1” I ~4 P-l a 
= II SD Ill * 
G R,W + l .ah O<(Y<l. (2.5) 
where E~,~ tends to zero as q + co (p ---f 1). Since s, E Gi for 1 < p < co 
(and hence 11 sg II1 3 R,) we conclude that 
II s, III - R, as p-+ 1. (2.6) 
Thus for any sequence p, + 1 it follows that /I sz sPfl jlNBV -+ R, and hence 
is bounded. It follows that Jz sD is in NBV and has a subsequence, say 
s: %,I 9 which is weak* convergent to some s in NBV. Using the weak* 
lower semicontinuity of the norm and the weak* density of U in NBV 
it is easy to see that s has minimal norm in Gi . Hence s is equal to some S, 
and (2.4a) and (2.4b) follow immediately. 
It is of interest to study the weak* cluster points of the net {s~}~,~ as 
p -+ 1. Since the bounded weak* topology in NBV is metrizable we need 
only study sequential cluster points. In order to get sharper results we will 
restrict the subspace M in C[u, b] to piecewise analytic functions. M is 
said to consist of piecewise analytic functions if there is a finite partition 
a=t,< ... < t, = b of [a, b] so that + l(ti,ti+,) is analytic for each $ E M 
and each i = 0, I,..., n - 1. For any sequence qn --f co, let L{q,}~zl = 
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{the set of limits of the isolated extrema of #gn as qn ---f co>. Then recalling 
(2% SD, = R,- ] z&, 1qn-l sgn zJqs, we state: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let sDn --t s in the weak* topology of NBV as p, -+ 1. Then 
the support of the singular part (with respect to Lebesgue measure) of the measure 
ds is contained in L{q,)z==, , where l/qn + l/p, = 1. 
Proof. Suppose x $L. Then since L is closed, there is an E > 0 so that 
[X - E, x + l ] n L = O. If x were an element of the singular part of ds, 
then there would be co > 0 so that for any 6 > 0 there is a measurable 
set B, C [x - e/2, x + e/2] with m(B,) < 6 (where m denotes Lebesgue 
measure) satisfying 
(2.7) 
Since x $L, a subsequence of {sDO} is either constant in a neighborhood 
of x or is monotone in that neighborhood. This inequality implies that 
s,~ becomes uniformly unbounded on a subset A,, of [x - E, x + e] whose 
measure is larger than r = min[min(t,+, - ti), e/2]. Here we are appealing 
to the piecewise analytic nature of #qn , since if #q, is constant on a subinterval 
of (ti , ti+l), it is in fact constant on all of (ti , ti+l). A contradiction has 
been reached since on the one hand we have 11 So% /I1 -+ RI and on the other 
we have a sequence of sets A, with m(A,) 3 r > 0 and 1 ssfl 1 > yn on 
A,, with ya + co. We conclude that L contains the support of ds. 
3. EXISTENCE AND PARTIAL CHARACTERIZATION 
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.2 and draw some consequences 
which will yield added structural features of the limits of Hk*P-splines 
as p + 1. We will first reduce the Hk*p minimum seminorm problem to 
a minimum Lp norm problem so that we may apply the results of Section 2. 
This will entail the use of B-splines via the Peano kernel theorem. Finally 
using the variation diminishing properties of B-splines [4, lo] we will 
obtain Theorem 1.2. 
Let G,k be as in Section 1. Then it is easy to see that the set GDk may 
be alternatively described by 
GDk = {g E H”*” : [ti ,..., tl+k]g = [ti ,..., ti+k] go , 
it1 ,***, t31g = [h ,-**, ti] go, 1 < i < n, 1 <j < k], (3.1) 
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where g, is a fixed element in Hk*p which interpolates the data. Further, 
by the Peano kernel theorem 
1 b 
= K! I Mdkg, 9 B (3.2) 
where Mp,k(t) = k[ti ,..., ti+k](* - t)t--’ is a B-spline of order k. Since the 
seminorm 11 D”(.)lj annihilates polynomials of degree k - 1 or less, it is easy 
to see that inf{jj Dkg ll9: g E Gsk) is equivalent to infill g I&: g E G,} where 
G, = lg EL” : jab M,,,g = jab Mi,Gkgo, l<i<n. I (3.3) 
That is, a solution to the former problem will be mapped onto a solution 
of the latter problem by Dk. Conversely, a solution of the latter problem 
yields a solution of the former problem by k-fold integration and by applying 
the boundary conditions [tl ,..., ti] S, = pj, 1 <j < k. 
If we set M = span{Mi,k}T=l, then we may rewrite (3.3) as 
G, = IgEL’: jab& = jab$Dkg,,W~, (3.4) 
which is exactly the form of (2.1), since DkgO ELI and the Mi,, are con- 
tinuous (recall 7r is k-extended) so that also Gi EZ el(DkgO) is well-defined. 
It follows that S, (the Hk*p spline) may be obtained from sD (the solution 
of the equivalent problem in LP) by k-fold integration and the boundary 
conditions. In particular, Lemma 2.1 yields 
LEMMA 3.1. For every sequence p, -+ 1 there is a subsequence p,,’ -+ 1 
so that S,,’ + fil in the weak* topology of (NBV)” for some & E el satisfying 
II D”-l& INBV = Wll D”-‘g IINBV: g E elk> (3.5a) 
II Dkwl% INBV = infill Dkg IL: g E GIkI, (3.5b) 
Thus the & can be identified with some Z?i (a “preferred” solution). 
Clearly M is piecewise analytic so that Lemma 2.2 will also apply. However, 
we can exploit the variation diminishing properties of the M,,, to obtain 
a much sharper result, namely: 
LEMMA 3.2. Every weak* cluster point .!?I of the net (S,},, as p + 1 
has no more than n points in the singular part (with respect to Lebesgue measure) 
of the measure Dk$ . 
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We know that the singular part of any Ok&, from Lemma 2.2, must 
come from the isolated relative maxima and minima of #, = xyX1 C,,$&, . 
Now at an isolated extremum of 9, , I&’ must have a (strong) sign change. But 
n+1 
4~’ = c Yi,qMi,k--l (34 
i=l 
and &’ may have no more than n strong sign changes (applying the variation 
diminishing property to z,&‘). It follows that any weak* cluster point & 
of the net (S,},,, as p + 1 may have no more than n points in the support 
of the singular part of Ok& . 
It is now time to attack the proof of Theorem 1.2. Recall that s, = 
D”S, = R, I I,& /Q-l sgn & , l/p + 1 /q = 1, // #, /IQ = 1, and #, E M. Taking 
subsequences if necessary as 4 + 00 it is easy to see that & = xyz1 a,,iMi,k 
converges in Lm to &, = Cy=, CQM~,~ with 11 z+& [lco = 1. It will be convenient 
to express *, as a linear combination of normalized B-splines, Ni,k = 
(ti+k - ti) M,,,/k. The Ni,, have the following properties which we will 
use extensively [3] : 
S’JPP Ni,le = [G 3 &+kl (3.7a) 
Ni.kc(t) > 0, t E @i 9 h+k) (3.7b) 
2 Nj.k(t) = 1, t E (tip tt+l). 
j&-k+1 
(3.7c) 
Thus #co = CF=, PiNi,, . It is easy to see from the piecewise polynomial 
nature of z,&, that &, is identically f 1 on an interval if and only if I,&, is 
fl on an interval of the form J’ = [ta, , t,,,] for t,, , tp, E QT. Therefore let 
us set {Ii’ = [tai, , tbi,]}:=l to be the disjoint nontrivial intervals on which 
/I,,, = fl. Without loss of generality we may assume that ai’ < bi’ < 
a;+1 < bj,, for i = l,..., 1 - 1. Using (3.7) it is easy to see that 
k < a,’ < 6,’ < b,’ + k - 1 < a,’ < b,’ < .a. 
< btmi + k - 1 < a,’ < b,’ < n + 1. (3.8) 
The spacing is necessary in order to allow k coefficients of #, to be 51 
consecutively. It can be seen that the support of no B-spline overlaps the 
interior of two disjoint Ji’s simultaneously. Thus using (3.7) again, it is 
easy to see that the behavior of the coefficients in the B-spline representation 
of fim indexed by i with -k + 1 + a,’ < j < bi’ - 1, has no effect on 
the value of I/, on [ta,, , ta,,] for s # i. 
We have now broken up the set where #, = &l into 1 noninteracting 
blocks. Let us then study the behavior of / Z/J,, 1~n-l on Jr’; the analysis 
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is similar for any block. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
$p,-+ 1 on Ji’ as qn-+ co. Going to subsequences if necessary, let 
J r,r ,..., J1,,, be disjoint subintervals of J1’ of the form [t,$ , tbJ t,‘ < tbi , 
t @., t,, Err on which I 1 
qn(l - &,) IJ~,* is bounded, 1 <v GUI, (3.9) 
and on JI’\U~L Jl.u , cdl - A,) is unbounded, (and hence unbounded 
everywhere except for a finite number of points). Passing to subsequences 
again if necessary we let 
v = I,..., 24, (3.10) 
where each L,,, is a finite combination of the B-splines. Now on J1’ we 
have whenever #qo,(~) # 0, 
(3.11) 
and hence on Jlsv , v = l,... , u1 , we have 
I hn I+’ + exp(-kJ as qn+ co. (3.12) 
It must further be true that 
a, < b, < b, + k < u2 < b, < *-- < b,,l < b,,, + k < a,, < b,, . 
(3.13) 
The inequalities (3.13) follow because qm(l - &J is unbounded on each 
hi, tai+,l for i = I,..., ur - 1, and each interval [tb, , t, ] must contain 
at least the interval [t b, , tbi+J which is the support of onk+lB-spline whose 
coefficient sequence is unbounded as qn -+ co. (Recall that the B-splines 
are linearly independent over a given common interval of their support.) 
We apply the same argument to each interval J,.‘, Y = I,..., 1. For each Y, 
let Jrsv , v = l,..., U, be the closed subinterval of J,. (with end points in r, 
and separated as in (3.13)) when qn(l - &,,) is bounded. Because of this 
separation property, we have a spline (piecewise polynomial) 
such that 
L = f YiNi,, 
i=l 
I h, I*+.7,,, + v(L) as qn -+ co (3.14) 
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for o = I,..., u, , and r = I,..., 1. (We note in particular that the restriction 
0fL on h,u is -L,,, , v = l,..., ur .) 
Since ]I z,&~ [IQ, = 1 it is clear that, along a subsequence, 1 &” /*n--l con- 
verges to zero everywhere except for a finite number of points on R = 
(IJ:=, Ji’)\ui=, uz;, Ii,, , due to the unboundedness of qn(l 7 z+!I*,) on this 
set and (3.11). But of course we may pick up a-functions on this set R. 
It has just been shown that 1 $Qn 1gn-l sgn &, converges weak* to something 
of the form (1.3). It remains to do the counting. 
Let r’ be the number of B-splines whose support overlap the interior 
of any of the I intervals Jj’ where I& = &I. Then 
T’ = i [(bi’ - a,‘) + k - I]. (3.15) 
i=l 
Let r” ,< r’ be the number of B-splines whose support overlaps the interior 
of ul=, u;:1 Ji,, , the sets on which exponential behavior occurs. Then 
z [(ZQ, - ai.,) + K - 11. (3.15’) 
61 i=l 
We now consider the singular part of lim,,, sPn E s in Ui=, Ii’. It is clear 
(again by (3.11)) that this singular part is generated by points x, for which 
and 
xn - x, (3.16a) 
L&&z> = (1 zk v47,(xn>) 478 + F a, Pn-t co. (3.16b) 
Now L,,*(x) = C~z,/3~,,nlv,,,(x) and in a deleted neighborhood of x, 
exp(&L,*(x)) must tend to zero. It follows that in a neighborhood of each 
point in the singular portion of s in (Jl=, Ji’, L, must change signs twice. 
These sign changes are a result of certain unbounded coefficient sequences 
of L*- . More precisely, these sign changes are due to the r’ - r” coefficient 
sequences which are not associated with the B-splines in the exponential 
regions. Since it is possible that these sign changes might occur at the 
boundary points of Utr Ji we see (due to the variation diminishing 
properties) that the number of S-functions associated with s in U:=, Ji’ 
is less than or equal to r’ - r” - 1. 
We now count the number of possible a-functions associated with s on 
I\& Jd’. These singular measures must occur at the isolated points where 
z& = *II. Now I + 1 is the number of disjoint intervals in I\& Ji’. 
Considering the first derivative of & , we have &,’ = CyLrr aiNi.k-1 for 
some 01~ and &’ = 0 on U:=r Ji’. Furthermore, I,&,’ has a strong sign change 
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for every singular part of s in I\& Ii’. Thus, the number of possible 
a-functions in I\& Ji is less than or equal to 
Z-1 
z1 1-b' + 4+1 - k + 1] + ai’ - 1 - (k - 1) + (n + k) - b’ - (k - 1) 
= Fl [q’ - bj’ - (k - l)] + n 
= n - r’. (3.17) 
Since (n - I’) + (Y’ - Y”) + Y” = n it follows that the cardinality of the 
support of the singular part of s is less than or equal to n - Y”. This is 
precisely (1.3) and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
By examining the above proof, we may state the following 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let $ be a limit in (NBV)k of the H”J’-splines as p -+ 1. 
Then 
mqt) = i c$(t - Ti> + 
i=l ( 
g1 + x~ta*&$t)) exp(-%)) 
as in Theorem 1.2, where ri $b! [tl , tz) U (tn+kvl , t,+k] and ri $ (t,j-l , taj] U 
~~~~~$&k:~= *‘-**’ 
Y and j = I,..., m. Furthermore, if k = 2, then 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we show that the result of Theorem 1.2 is in some sense 
optimal. Although it may seem surprising that the limit spline in (NBV)k 
may not be a piecewise polynomial the following example shows that this 
is indeed the case. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 1 < p < co. We wish to calculate a limit spline of 
the following minimization problem: 
min 
Is 
’ 1 D2x(t)l” dt : x E Hyo, 11, X(0) = x’(0) = 0, 
0 
x(1) = e-l, x’(1) = 1 - e-l/. (4.1) 
Clearly, g(t) = t2(e-l + (t - l)(l - 3e-l)) is contained in the flat of 
H2**[0, 1] defined by the above boundary conditions since g(t) is simply the 
unique polynomial of degree 3 which interpolates at the 4 boundary points. 
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Recalling the discussion in Sections 1 and 3, instead of solving (4.1), we 
can solve the problem 
min I/s/j,: 
i’ 
s EL“[O, I], j1 sA’~,~(~) dt = j1 g”N,,,(t) dt, i= 1,2 (4.2) 
0 0 I 
where N,,,(t) = 1 - t and N,,,(t) = t. If sp is the solution (unique if 
1 < p < co) of (4.2), then the solution of (4.1) is S,(t) = s: sz s(p) d/3 da. 
The dual problem [7] to (4.2) is (with I/p + I/q = 1) 
s 1 ,,a%$1 o (at + b) g"(t) dt 
- max 
s 
’ bg”(t) dt 
Ila(t-s)+bll,=l o (4.3) 
where 7 = Ji xg”(x) dx/sig”(x) dx is chosen so that 
s 1 (x - T) g”(x) dx = 0. 0 
Problem (4.3) in turn may be transformed to 
rn$i jj 1 - a(x - T)& = ]I 1 - a*(x - T)]], 
since (1 - a*(x - T))/I/ 1 - a*(x - T)~I, will then be a solution to (4.3). 
It is well-known that the number a* = u*(q) is characterized as a solution to 
0 = j1 (x - T) - {I 1 - u*(x - T)I”-’ sgn(1 - u*(x - T)} dx. (4.4) 
0 
We wish to determine the rate of convergence of u*(p) as q + co since, 
as we shall see, the fact that qu*(q) is bounded will then imply an exponential 
solution to our original minimization problem. Now clearly u*(q) + 0 
since u*(a) = 0 is the unique Lm solution to (4.3). Thus without loss of 
generality we may assume sgn(1 - a*(x - T)) = 1. Hence for 4 large 
enough, u*(q) is the solution to 
0 = l1 (X - T)(l - U(X - T))‘-ldx. 
After integrating by parts we obtain 
0 = & I(1 + a+ [l/q - (1 + uT>/(q + I>] 
- (1 - U(l -T))” X (l/q- (’ -quy; T)))l. 
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Now if qa*(q) is unbounded as Q --+ co, we may choose a subsequence so 
that pa*(q) -+ co or -00. In either case it is clear that for 0 < 7 < 1, 
(1 + a+ = (1 + quy)T )“- + cc or 0 
and 
(1 - ~(1 - T))” = (1 - qu*(q)r - T, )* 3 0 or co. 
It follows that no solution is possible in any of these cases and thus we 
conclude that 1 qua*(q)\ is bounded by some constant M > 0. The solution 
to (4.1) is of the form 
(1 - u*(q)(x - T))“-1 
sp(x) = II 1 - u*(q)(x - 7)jli-5-1 * 
Now 1 a*(& 1 < M so choose a convergent subsequence, say a*&) Q% + c, 
c some constant. Then clearly sD(x) + ~re-~(~-~) as p + 1. We claim c # 0. 




Cl x dx = 
0 s 
o1 g”(x) dx 
Cl Jo1 (1 - x) dx = IO1 g”(x)(l - x) dx 
which is an overdetermined system of equations. Hence we arrive at an 
exponential solution to our original problem. This completes our example. 
Remark. We note in passing that with further work it may be shown 
that So, -+ e-z and SP)n(x) + e-” + x - 1 for all subsequences p, -+ 1; 
i.e., S,(x) converges to e-” + x - 1 as p + 1. 
Our second example shows that our limit si may also be a delta function. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 1 < p < co and consider the minimization problem 
min 
Is 
’ 1 Px(t)lp dt 
0 
: XE H2J’, x(0) = x(l) = 0; x(1/2) = 21. 
Now select some g(t) contained in the flat H2.P defined by the above boundary 
conditions such that g”(t) is nonnegative on [0, 11. As observed before, 
our problem can be transformed to 
min llsll ! p : s ELP[O, 11, l1 s&(t) dt = s,zg”Nl,z(t) dt/ 
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where /I N,,, 112, = 1, N,,,(t) 3 0 for t E [0, 11. In addition, it is well known 
that N,,, attains its norm at only one point due to the variation diminishing 
properties of B-splines. It is evident from (2.3) that I/, is a constant multiple of 
N,,, and that I/~ = N,,, . Since 
we have that si = 0 everywhere except at the point t = l/2 where N,,, 
attains its norm. Since our flat is bounded away from zero, we get a non- 
trivial solution to our minimization problem. Theorem 1.2 guarantees that s, 
consists of at most one delta function and consequently s,(t) = R,6(t - l/2) 
and S, = 2Ni.a. 
5. APPROXIMATION BY (NBV)WPLINES 
Let k 3 2 be a positive integer and 7r = {ti}, i = I,..., n + k, be a 
k-extended partition of the compact interval [a, b]; that is a = t, < ... < 
t n+k = b with ti+k-l - ti >0 for each i, 1 <i<n- 1. We have the 
following approximation theorem which improves a result of [6]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f E (NBV)k[a, b], k > 2, and let T = {ti}, i = 
1 ,**a, n + k, be a k-extended partition of [a, b]. Then 
Ilf - 4f No < W + I)! I n P-l II PO,,, 
where s,(f) E (NBV)*[u, b] is any (NBV)“-spline function interpolating f on 
the partition r; that is 
(4 Cti 9***9 &+kl sr(f > = Lti P***Y ti+k]f, i = l,..., n; 
[4 >***> tj1 &r(f) = [4 ,*-*, tdf, j = I,..., k, 
and 
(b) II Dk-Wf hv = inf{ll ZY-‘g IINBV: g E (NBV)k[u, b], g satisjies (a)}. 
Proof. s,(f) certainly exists by Theorem 1.2, say, but is not necessarily 
unique. Let {fn} and {YJ be two sequences chosen from ZPJ[a, b] such that 
f,, and I, interpolate f on 7r (i.e., they satisfy (a)) and such that 
and 
fn -“‘-f, II D”fn 111 -+ II D”-‘f lliw 
r, 2s %(f >, II Dkrn Ill + II Dk-Wf )IItwv . 
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By the weak* convergence in NBV[u, b], we have 
I f(t) - %T(f)(t)l = $2 If&> - m(t)l 
for each t E [a, b], and by using Rolle’s theorem repeatedly, we obtain 
Here, tiSj = tj:’ are chosen such that ti,s is one of the partition points ti 
of rr which is closest to t, and ti,j is a zero of D(fft - r,), 1 < j < k - 1, 
such that 
0 < t&j-l - t,*j e j 1 Tr I. 
It follows that for each t E [a, b], we have 
I MO - Y&N < (A + I)! I x P-l II D”(fn - y,)lL . 
Hence, we have jj f - s,,( f)ljm < 2(k + l)! / T jli-l /I D"-lflj,,, . 
We remark that Fisher and Jerome [6] have shown that the order I TT lb-l 
of the estimate cannot be improved for the class (NBV)k[u, b]. 
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